**ABOUT**

June Family Sundays spotlight the Otolith Group, an art collective featured in the exhibition *A Lost Future*, whose films are inspired by science fiction and imagined futures. Imagine your own sci-fi future by creating constellation cards. By shining a flashlight on them, you can mimic how the stars shine in the sky.

**MATERIALS**

1. Black cardstock
2. Hole puncher
3. Silver pen or pencil
4. Scissors
5. Constellation sheet (included with these instructions)
6. Thumtack
7. Cup
8. Binder ring
INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1
Using the cup as a guide, trace the outline of a circle on the black cardstock with the silver pen or pencil.

STEP 2
Repeat until you have 1 circle for each constellation on the sheet.

STEP 3
Cut out the circles.

STEP 4
Punch a hole near the edge of each circle; this is where the binder ring will connect the circles.

STEP 5
Transfer each of the constellations onto a circle. Using a thumbtack, punch a small hole through each point in the constellation, then onto the cardboard circle.

STEP 5A
Alternative: Connect the dots, using the paper constellations as reference.
INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 5B
Write information about each constellation on the back of its circle.

STEP 6
Punch the holes for each constellation through the cardboard circle using the thumbtack, making sure the holes go all the way through and there is no residue blocking them.

STEP 7
Attach the cardboard circles together with the binder ring.

STEP 8
Use the light on your phone or a flashlight to project the stars onto a surface of your choosing.